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The IUNI Science of Science Research Hub acquired the complete set of Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science XML raw data (Web of Knowledge version 5). This data can be used by any employee of Indiana University for academic research and without any sharing of data. Data details and information on how to access the data are at http://www.indiana.edu/~iuni/resources/wos.html.

This hands-on workshop demonstrates how to use the IUNI Web of Science data enclave and database. The data enclave can now be accessed via IU secure on campus and via VPN off campus. An Excel-like spreadsheet editor and Word-like text editor make it easy to run basic analyses and to write up results in the enclave. The Sci2 Tool and many other tools and programs are now also available. Each project team (click here to apply for access) has a shared data directory to exchange data, results, docs.
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